LEARNING
WITH VIDEO
EVERYONE’S DOING IT

Video is one of the most popular types of media for learning at home,
at work, and most importantly, at school. Teachers and students are
using video in learning environments at unprecedented rates.
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CANVAS & VIDEO
AN EDUCATIONAL SUPER DUO

STRENGTH IN NUMBERS

11.3 VIDEOS

Canvas courses with video average
not one, not two, but 11.3 videos.

INTERACTIVITY, ACTIVATE!
We were curious about which video platforms teachers used within Canvas,
and for which activities. Here’s the breakdown:
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Our research revealed that, within Canvas, YouTube is used
more for content delivery, while the Canvas integrated
recorder is used more for interaction.

It's nice to not require students to use editing software in order to
record their thoughts and ideas. [Canvas video] cuts out an entire
layer of complexity and makes it very intuitive and streamlined.
—Krista Galyen, Director of Research, Development, and Evaluation
at Mizzou K-12, University of Missouri-Columbia

[Canvas video] allows students who wouldn't participate in the
class discussion to express themselves...They can think about
what they want to say and...retain more of the material and
concepts by actually talking about them on video.
—David Bybee, Associate Academic Vice President for Instruction at BYU-Hawaii

VIDEO SUPPORTS
LEARNING OUTCOMES
Good News! Videos Get Views
Our Canvas Network platform offers free online courses and classes
from the world's leading universities. We sampled nearly 30,000
content pages and discovered that students viewed pages with
video at a much higher rate than they viewed pages without.*
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*For the stats geeks: p-value < 2.2E-16, effect size (Cohen's d = 0.30), and yeah, we controlled for class size.
If you want to play with a version of this dataset yourself, you can find it here.

Surprise, Surprise! Videos Get Replies

DISCUSSION RESPONSE RATE

Video also leads to more interaction. The response rate for Canvas
discussion posts that include video is 11.5% higher than posts that don’t.
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*If you wanted more stats, here you go: Our Chi-square test with Yates' continuity correction revealed that the
response rate significantly differed by video usage ((1, N = 12,339,195) = 6,977, p < 2.2E-16, the odds ratio is 1.75).

CAN VIDEO HELP PUT THE
BRAKES ON DROPOUT RATES?
In higher education, large Canvas courses (100+ students) that used 10 or more
videos saw higher course completion rates than large courses that used no video.

COURSE COMPLETION RATES
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Though many variables can affect class attrition, one hypothesis is that in small
courses, students experience a level of social connectedness that’s missing in bigger
classes. Video might help those large classes compensate for a lack of face time.
*Our stats work here was pretty extensive. Check out our blog post to see our methods and get more insight on the
relationship between video and retention.

METHOD MATTERS
MORE THAN MEDIA
Education analyst Richard Clark said, “Media are mere vehicles that deliver
instruction but do not influence student achievement any more than the truck
that delivers our groceries causes changes in our nutrition.”8
Our research agrees. In and of itself, video doesn’t affect GPAs.
But using video does create ample opportunity to incorporate active learning
elements and emphasize collaboration. And that’s where the magic happens.

FIVE TIPS FOR TEACHING
WITH VIDEO
#1

KEEP INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEOS SHORT
• Research suggests that student attention wanes after 5 minutes 9, 10

#2

DON'T MIX SPOKEN WORD AND ON-SCREEN TEXT
• Students can’t absorb both

#3

MAKE VIDEO LEARNING ACTIVE AND INTERACTIVE
• Use video to ask questions and give feedback
• Integrate video into discussions
• Have students record video in the field

#4

ENGAGE LEARNERS WITH A STORY OR PROBLEM AT THE
BEGINNING OF EACH VIDEO11
• "Bait the hook" again at the end of the video to keep learners
engaged through the next activity12

#5

USE WORKED EXAMPLES, LIKE THOSE FROM KHAN ACADEMY
• Step-by-step demonstrations engage students' attention
better than talking-head videos 13, 14
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If you like video and learning, then you'll love Arc.
It takes interactivity and collaboration to a
new level—and integrates seamlessly with Canvas.
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